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The achievement gains and losses of integrated 5th grade
resource room students at Martin Luther King, Jr. Elementary
School in the Yakima School District were studied. Nine
resource room students were pre and post tested for
achievement in reading, spelling, and mathematics. Teaching
methods included cooperative learning, small and large group
instruction, and peer tutoring. The results showed support for
the integration of learning disabled students into a whole
language, cooperative learning, regular education environment.
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CHAPTER I
Background of the Study

lotroductioo
The Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975
(P. L. 94-142) mandated all handicapped children be educated in
the least restrictive environment for them. Yet, for mildly
handicapped students, the least restrictive environment has
remained a partially segregated program. Research has not
shown whether a segregated or non-segregated program is the
best solution, although opinions differ on the success of these
models. Nevertheless, the law has charged school districts with
the task of educating handicapped students in the least
restrictive environment.
Madden and Slavin (1983) suggested the following conditions
facilitate the positive interaction between special and regular
education students :
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1. Opportunities for cooperative contact.
2. Lack of identification of special education students as a
special group within the regular education classroom.
3. A combination of individualized instruction and
cooperative learning .
This study sought to use the aforementioned research in
measuring the degree of success integrated resource room
students would have academically in a regular fifth grade
classroom in the Yakima School District at Yakima, Washington.

Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to determine the extent to
which there was reading, spelling, and mathematics achievement
gains and losses in identified resource room students who were
integrated in a 5th grade classroom .

Significance of the Study
Modern educators contended quality special education could be
provided for exceptional children while they were in regular
classes. Until recently there was little research to support the
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argument that integration of handicapped children into regular
education programs, as currently mandated by P.L. 94-142, was
valid.
However, as indicated in the literature surveyed in Chapter 2
of the present study, much current research documented the
benefits of mainstreaming exceptional children in regular
education programs. Of particular importance has been the
research of Madden and Slavin (1983) which emphasized where
collaboration existed between regular and special education
teachers, exceptional students mainstreamed in regular
education programs experienced significantly greater school
success.
A basic assumption made by the author, Patricia F. Kincheloe,
was mildly handicapped students could be better served through
integration into the regular education classroom using whole
language, cooperative learning, peer tutoring, and individualized
instruction .
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Limitations of the Project
For the purpose of conciseness and focus, it was necessary to
set the following project limitations:
1. Population. The total student population of the present
study consisted of twenty-one fifth grade students at Martin
Luther King, Jr. Elementary School in the Yakima School District
at Yakima, Washington. The population included nine specific
learning disabled (SLD) students, two students who received
Chapter 1 mathematics and reading services, and ten regular
education students. The SLD students who provided the basis for
this study were limited to the identified resource room students
in the participating classroom. Specific learning disabled
students qualified for resource services in the following areas:
mathematics, written expression, study skills, and reading.
Regular education student participants were students of all
ability levels including those two students identified for
remedial programs.
Special and regular education students were primarily from
low socio-economic.backgrounds.
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2. Testing. For the purposes of this study, two standardized
tests were used to gather pre and post test data on the nine SLD
students in the identified fifth grade classroom. The two
standardized tests were: (1) Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test,
used to obtain data on reading; and, (2) Key Math, used to obtain
data on mathematics.
The author sought information concerning the inclusion of
specific learning disabled students in the normative group for
the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test. It was found norming data
did not include information about specific learning disabled
students; although if specific learning disabled students were
present in the norming classrooms, they would have been
included in the normative group. The lack of information was an
indication that a more appropriate test be administered in the
future .
3. Activities. Success in Reading and Writing , a whole
language approach to language acquisition, has been adopted for
use at Martin Luther King, Jr. Elementary School. The activities
have involved reading, spelling, writing, and study skills. These
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skill areas met the needs of the special and regular education
participants .
Students were homogeneously grouped in mathematie:s based
on skill development as a means to meet the needs of all
students enrolled. The author's classroom contained students
scoring low
in addition and subtraction on the Addison Wesley fourth grade
end of the year mathematics test.

Definition of Terms
Significant terms used in the context of this study have been
defined as follows:
1. Integrated Classroom Model. A program designed to
educate mildly handicapped children in the same classroom with
regular education children for the entire school day using regular
school district curriculum and materials. The teachers have
prior successful experience either in a special education or
regular education setting. (1)
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2. Cooperative Learning. A number of students actively
involved in learning with each individual contributing to the
attainment of the group goal. (16)
3. Resource Room. An educational setting which provides
instruction for handicapped students for a portion of the school
day. (36)
4. Regular Education Students. Students who do not receive
or qualify for special or compensatory education. (15)
5. Mainstreaming. The integration of handicapped students
into regular education while providing positive interaction with
nonhandicapped peers. (18)
6. Regular Education Initiative (REI) . The movement toward
regular education assuming responsibility for the education of
all identified special education students.

CHAPTER 2
Review of the Literature

Chapter 2 has been devoted to a review of current literature
and research related to the education of mildly handicapped
students in an integrated classroom model. Research data
current within the past 1 O years were identified through an
Educational Resources Information Centers (ERIC) computer
search.
P.L. 94-142 mandated every school system in the United
States must provide free, appropriate public education for all
handicapped children between the ages of 3 and 21 in the least
restrictive environment (LRE). Significant numbers of
handicapped students have been educated within the regular
education programs with their nonhandicapped peers since this
legislation passed (25:78). The studies reviewed indicate a
division among researchers on the mainstreaming issue. The

)
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researchers who favored total integration supported who le
language, peer tutoring, cooperative learning and individualized
instruction as delivery methods of instruction. No research was
found that focused on a combination of all four areas. Some
research combined cooperative learning and individualized
instruction.
In addition to validating the author's basic assumption that
mildly handicapped students could be better served through
integration into the regular education classroom, the
)

preponderance of research and literature produced through the
ERIC search focused on: (1) mainstreaming vs least restrictive
environment; (2) Regular Education Initiative; (3) integrated
classroom vs resource room model; (4) efficacy of special
education and regular education; and (5) instructional
methodology influences teaching effectiveness. Accordingly,
Chapter 2 has been organized around these predominant topical
areas.

)
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Mainstreaming vs Least Restrictive Environment
What is the difference between mainstreaming and least
restrictive environment? These terms are often considered
synonymous and have elicited problems with regular education.
The United States Office of Education (1979) in a report to
Congress suggested:
Referring to least restrictive envi ran ment (LR E) as
mainstreaming leads to the misinterpretation that all
handicapped children, regardless of the severity of their
handicap, will be mainstreamed into regular education
classes. (25:78)
11
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Least Restrictive Environment Defined
P.L. 94-142 (1975) required handicapped students be educated
to the maximum extent possible with their nonhandicapped peers,
but it did not stipulate all handicapped students would be
educated in regular education classrooms. Interpretation of the
law did allow for special classes and schools. Rather, the law's
intent was for students to be placed in regular school programs
and activities to the maximum extent appropriate. (26 :4)
Johnson and Johnson (1980) said LRE should provide the best
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match between a person's current level of performance and the
kind of support that provided for optimum growth.

Mainstreaming Defined
Mainstreaming is one step on the continuum of services.
Turnbull and Schulz (36:52) referred to mainstreaming as placing
handicapped students in regular education programs with their
nonhandicapped peers as much as possible. Students may be
mainstreamed for non-academic subjects such as art, music, or
physical education or they may be included for a greater portion
)

of the day while being excluded for mathematics, reading, and
English.

Regular Education Initiative
The Regular Education Initiative (REI) recommended a merger
of regular and special education with regular education assuming
all responsibility for educating the nation's school children. REI
drew controversy and a debate is being conducted among
researchers and scholars affiliated with special educators.
Regular educators have not entered the controversy.

12
Opposition to

a Merger

Lieberman (1985), Kauffman, Gerber, and Semmel (1988), and
Hallahan, et al. (1988) have been identified as opponents to the
REI movement. They advocated more research and inclusion of
regular education into the discussions. Lieberman compared the
proposed merger to a marriage of special and regular education.
As the groom, special education failed to invite the bride,
regular education, to participate in the proposed better education
of handicapped students. Lieberman stated it was obvious
regular educators were not committed to the merger by their
absence. Lieberman believed the consolidation a myth unless
regular educators joined in the belief.
Braaten, et al. (1988) challenged the concept of
mainstreaming for all students. Braaten, et al. believed and
agreed the mainstream was the best place for most children but
if a student could not receive an effective education there, then
another placement was warranted. Some parents and students
fought long and hard for special education placement and were
not afraid of the labels necessary for appropriate education.
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Rationale for the Integration of
Special and Regular Education
Dunn (1968) advocated a better placement for "socioculturally
deprived slow learning " children with learning problems who had
been labeled mentally retarded. Dunn believed placement of
these children in special education wrong and endorsed the idea
of slow learning children remaining in the mainstream of
education. Dunn tu rt her believed segregation a violation of their
civil and educational rights.
Stainback and Stainback (1984, 1987) professed normal and
handicapped students did not exist. Instead these researchers
believed all students are unique individuals who had their own
distinct physical, intellectual and psychological characteristics.
Stainback and Stainback maintained the current separate
systems limited the opportunities for handicapped students.
Gelzheiser (1987) argued it was social organizations such as
schools which created disabilities. Detection occurred in
schools, not before or after. Schools set standards of
achievement and any deviation was considered abnormal.
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Gelzheiser advocated a system which met the needs of the
majority would handicap some students .
Special education has been based on the premise that there is
a special group of students who required programs designed to
meet their individual needs. Jordan (1980) stated individualized
instruction and programming should not be limited to a special
group of "exceptional" students. Shane (1979) articulated all
students should be provided with instructional programs
designed for them. Individualized education is important for all
children .
Progressive inclusion was a term used to describe the trend
in special education. Typically, handicapped students have been
moved from institutions toward integration into society. (26 :33)
Madeleine Will (1986), Assistant Secretary for Special
Education and Rehabilitation Services, U.S. Department of
Education, advocated special education and regular education
skills and resources combine to effectively teach all children
without labels. Labels served to limit access to special

)
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programs. Stainback and Stainback (33:49) summed up the
integration movement in this way :
"The objectives in he rent in the i nteg ration movement wi 11
never be fully realized until special and regular educators
are willing to merge their expertise and resources to
develop strong, flexible regular education structures that
accommodate for individual differences."

Integrated Classroom

vs

Resource Room Model

Integrated classrooms were designed to educate the mildly
handicapped in the regular education setting for the entire day.

It re qui red regular education meet the needs of special education
as regular education curriculum and materials were used. A
variety of teaching methods were utilized to reach the goals
specified on the student's individualized education plan (IEP).
The classrooms were highly structured with clear academic and
behavioral expectations. (1)
In the Issaquah School District (1986), integrated classrooms
were composed of approximately one third identified special
education students. The handicapped students met state
eligibility criteria for specific learning disabled, mildly
retarded, and seriously behaviorally disabled. Students were
)
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assigned to age appropriate grades in the schools they would
normally attend. The regular education students were assigned
to the classrooms on the same basis as other nonintegrated
classrooms. Results of the Issaquah School District's integrated
plan indicated the ideal class size was twenty-four students
with eight identified handicapped students.
Reynolds, Wang, and Walberg (1987) referred to the resource
room as "disjointed incrementalism." Education is fragmented
when students leave the regular education classroom for
specialized help.

Efficacy of Special Education and Regular Education
Efficacy studies have been conducted on the success of
self-contained, resource and regular education placement of
handicapped students. As early as 1964 Kirk suggested mentally
retarded students progressed at the same rate or better when
they remained in the regular education program. Kirk stated
special schools and programs were designed from logic and not
based on empirical data. (20:57)
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Carlberg and Kavale (1980) reviewed fifty academic areas of
research. The researchers integrated statistically the data and
concluded special class placement inferior to regular class
placement for students identified as slow learners or educable
mentally retarded (EMRs). Some students with learning
disabilities or behavior difficulties improved with special class
placement. Carlberg and Kavale suggested special educators be
warned against the unequivocal placement of handicapped
students in regular education.
Wang (1981) indicated our current education system
relegated some students receive education apart from the
mainstream because they did not succeed in the regular
classroom. Society assumed the regular classroom teacher
should not be responsible for meeting the needs of exceptional
children and the resource room model was a compromise. Wang
contended the regular classroom extend its capabilities and meet
individual needs. According to Wang, exceptional students
integrated in the regular education classroom were less likely to
develop perceptions of exception or failure when the learning and
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social goals were adapted to meet their needs. Wang suggested a
program designed to give the exceptional child interaction and
appropriate instruction in a regular education classroom would
produce different results than one where the student left the
classroom for a portion of his/her education.
Bogdan (1983) observed and interviewed twenty-five school
programs by sampling parents, administrators and other service
providers regarding exemplary programs for handicapped
students from pre-school through high school. The task was to
research what was actually taking place in the schools for
students. Bogdan reported mainstreaming occurred in varying
forms and degrees. Students found it hard to be part of the class
when they left for special instruction. Bogdan further
maintained the question should be "what conditions prevent
mainstreaming from working and how can we overcome them?"
Madden and Slavin (1983) reviewed research on the effects of
placement of special education students in fu II-ti me regular
education classes, part-time regular education classes with
resource sup po rt, and fu II-ti me special education classes. It
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was their conclusion mildly handicapped students were best
served in full-time regular education classrooms with
appropriate supports such as individualized instruction. How
academic and social needs were to be embodied in the regular
education classroom was the primary question yet to be
addressed.
A concern of Madden and Slavin (1983) was the effects on the
nonhandicapped students in a mainstreamed classroom. The
researchers indicated the research so far favors the inclusion of
mildly handicapped students without any adverse effect on
regular education students. The methods of instruction used
with mainstreamed students were as effective or more so with
the nonhandicapped students.

Instructional Methodology Influences
Teaching Effectiveness
Madden and Slavin (1983) indicated handicapped students
succeeded in regular education with appropriate supports.
Supports included the collaboration between regular and special
education teachers as well as instructional techniques. Among
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instructional strategies cited frequently in the review of
literature and research were cooperative learning, individualized
instruction, cooperative learning and individualized instruction
combined, peer tutoring, and whole language. These instructional
techniques have been detailed below .

Cooperative Learning
Cooperative learning has been one of three types of learning
situations and proved to be the most important one. A number of
students were assigned a task and the interdependence of the
group allowed them to achieve the goal. Kohn (1986) stated
cooperation takes advantage of each individual's skills while
benefiting the group. Johnson, et al. (1986) indicated
cooperative learning groups be used more often if we wanted
students to learn more, like school and each other better, and to
learn better social skills .
Individualized Instruction
Another type of instruction is individualized instruction .
Typically, it has been criterion based and has been adaptable to
individual student need. This type of instruction does not
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promote socialization between handicapped and nonhandicapped
peers. (33:45)
Cooperative Learning and Individualized Instruction
Slavin, Madden, and Leavey (1984) evaluated a combination of
cooperative learning and individualized instruction methods used
with third through fifth grade students who received a minimum
of one hour special education daily. This program was called
Team Assisted Individualization (TAI). The conclusion reached
indicated "a combination cooperative/individualized program and
an individualized program without cooperative teams had
positive effects on the social acceptance and socially related
behavior ratings of mainstreamed students, but not on their
achievement." The failure to achieve academic gains was blamed
on the short du ration of the study.
Peer Tutoring
Student achievement increased as the number of response
opportunities increased within a class period. Peer tutoring
(Delquadri, et al., 1986) increased student response
opportunities by giving minority, disadvantaged or specific
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learning disabled students the opportunity to interact with
another individual.

Whole Language
According to Reutzel and Hollingsworth (1988), whole
language proponents placed children and their needs at the very
center of schooling. Children became active participants in the
design of schooling as opposed to the passive recipients of the
teacher's knowledge and skill.
Don Holdaway (1979), a proponent of whole language, said

)

children need to be immersed in language just as they were in
infancy. Reading should not be taught by sounds to words but as
a whole surrounding the listener. Reading became everything in
the student's environment such as cereal boxes,. signs, candy
wrappers, and gum wrappers (Reutzel and Hollingsworth 1988) .
Holdaway (1979) maintained specific learning disabled
children could best learn to read in a whole language
environment. Smith (32:50-52) suggested they may not be
language disabled but have difficulty learning to read in our
present system.
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Hollingsworth and Reutzel (1988) maintained an important
element in the whole language acquisition of language was
helping the SLD student know they were already successful in
reading. When reading was broken down into sequential learning
objectives, it became abstract. Learning disabled students were
viewed as the problem when they failed to read as opposed to the
inadequacies of the reading program.

Summary
The literature and research reviewed in Chapter 2 provided
)

support for the author's basic assumption that mildly
handicapped students could be better served through integration
into the regular education classroom using whole language,
cooperative learning, peer tutoring, and individualized
instruction.

CHAPTER 3
Procedures of the Project

Background: Identifying

a Need

and Developing Building

and District Support
During 1988-1989 Yakima School District consolidated two
elementary school attendance areas resulting in: (1) the closure of

)
Childs and Jefferson Elementary Schools; and, (2) construction of
the new Martin Luther King, Jr. Elementary School. As a result of
the consolidation of the two school attendance areas, concerns
surfaced in the school community regarding the continuity of
elementary school students' educational program. A contributing
factor to the fragmentation of educational programs at Martin
Luther King, Jr. Elementary School was a by-product of the many
competing special and federal education programs designed to
meet the educational needs of the school's ethnically and
economically diverse student population .

24
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During 1987-1988, in anticipation of the educational needs
that would result from school closure, new construction, and
competing programs, faculty and administration at the two
schools scheduled for closure met to discuss the impact of
fragmentation on the affected students' educational program. As a
result of these discussions, the consensus of faculty members in
the two schools believed those students being impacted by the
many competing programs were those who were in greatest need
of structure and continuity in the regular education classroom.
)

As a further resu It of the discussions of concerned faculty
members, an Ad Hoc Planning Committee was formed to study how
to best meet the needs of students whose educational programs
were being disrupted.

I mp Iem en tat ion
During the 1988-89 school year, the Ad Hoc Planning
Committee identified strategies to meet the needs of students
being impacted by competing programs. A three-part plan which
included the following components was developed by the Planning
Committee to help the affected student population: (1) a whole
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language approach to strengthen acquisition of reading and writing
skills; (2) Chapter I reading assistance in regular education
classrooms as a complement to whole language instruction; and,
(3) resource room students integrated into regular education
classrooms during 1989-1990.
As a member of the Ad Hoc Planning Committee, the author and
with the concurrence of the principal at Martin Luther King, Jr.
Elementary School, assumed responsibility for the implementation
of the third component of the three-part plan in the fifth grade.
The author, working with the building principal, established
criteria for the student population whose year long performance
would be assessed to determine the extent to which there was
reading, spelling, and mathematics achievement gains and losses
in identified resource room students integrated in this fifth grade
classroom. Using data obtained from the review of current
literature and research, it was decided to use the Issaquah School
District's guideline of one third mildly handicapped students and
two thirds average to above average regular education students
per classroom.
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Accordingly, SLD students were included in the fifth grade
classroom at Martin Luther King, Jr. Elementary School. These
students were identified through psychological testing as
administered by Yakima School District psychologists and
recommended for special education services by Martin Luther King,
Jr. Elementary School's multidisciplinary team, which consisted
of classroom teacher, building principal, school psychologist,
resource room teacher, social worker, counselor, and
communication disorder specialist.
)

Student population involved in th is study, al I identified 5th
grade specific learning disabled (SLD) resource room students at
Martin Luther King, Jr. Elementary School, were placed in the
author's classroom. Regular education students were also placed
in the author's classroom based on grade level or above reading
ability. Additional considerations were made to allow for ethnic
and sexual balance, and to provide possible role models for special
education students. Specific organizational parameters for the
integrated fifth grade classroom that was to become the focal
point of the present study were now determined .
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Participating fifth grade SLD students were pre and post
tested on Key Math, Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test (2nd edition,
1978), Silveroli Classroom Reading Inventory and Spelling test. In
addition to the above tests, students were post tested in May on
fifth grade outcomes as measured by Yakima School District
criterion-reference tests in mathematics, reading, and spelling .
The author was assisted by a ful I ti me certificated resource
room teacher for one-half hour blocks of time during
mathematics, reading, composition, and study skills instruction.
Direct instruction supplemented the in-class reading program. All
other times, the resource room teacher assisted students with
assigned work.
The extent to which achievement gains and losses among
identified resource room students who were integrated in this
fifth grade classroom at Martin Luther King, Jr. Elementary School
in the Yakima School District has been detailed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4

The Project

The project implemented at Martin Luther King, Jr. Elementary
School in the Yakima School District during the 1989-1990
school year and the results of that program which were the
subject of the present study, have been described in Chapter 4.

)

The purpose of this project was to determine the extent to
which there was reading, spelling, and mathematics achievement
gains and losses in identified resource room students who were
integrated in a 5th grade classroom. A review of the literature
was conducted to ascertain the best methods to use when
implementing this project.
Program
The student population sample which formed the basis of the
present study consisted of twenty-one fifth grade students at
Martin Luther King, Jr. Elementary School. The population

29
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included: nine resource room students, two Chapter 1 students,
and ten regular education students.
Yakima School District psychologists administered
psychological tests to identify students in need of special
education services. After reviewing the test results, the
multidisciplinary team (MDT) recommended the students, as
identified with a handicapping condition of Specific Learning
Disabled (SLD), receive special education services. The nine SLD
students identified formed the basis of the present study. Of the
nine SLD students in the classroom, each qualified for special
education in different areas. Two students qualified for
assistance in mathematics, nine qualified for assistance in
written expression (composition and spelling), and eight
qualified for assistance in reading (see Table 1). For the
purposes of this study, students were tested only in areas of
stated need .
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Table 1
Areas of Special Education Needed by Nine SLD Students
as Determined by Psychological Testing
and MDT Recommendations
Written Expression

Reading

1

X

X

2

X

X

3

X

X

4

X

X

5

X

X

6

X

X

Subject

Mathematics

7

X

X

X

8

X

X

X

9

X

Students were actively engaged in all subjects through a
variety of methods. Peer tutoring, small and large group
instruction, and cooperative learning strategies we re uti Ii zed to
meet lesson objectives. Peer tutors and group assignments were
randomly assigned.
Text and curriculum were grade appropriate. Addison
Wesley's mathematics program and Success in Reading and
Writing were used to teach all courses in this project.
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Students read novels in the Success in Reading and Writing's
reading program. Three individual conferences were held daily to
evaluate student's reading skill development and comprehension.
Conferences provided contact with students a minimum of three
times a month. Both teachers involved believed the resource
room students needed more contact than the ten minute
conferences provided. The resource room teacher met daily with
each student individually or in a small group using direct
instruction. The author met with all students in the classroom
on an individual basis.
As an addition to the reading module, students selected and
read to assigned first grade students. The selection of first
grade appropriate material allowed all students to feel
comfortable in the selection of low reading level material for
use for themselves and for the first grade assigned student.
In the Success in Reading and Writing spelling module,
students determined the spelling list for the week from written
material available in the classroom. Each day's list was
generated around a specific skill or theme. The students were
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expected to use the generated words in the composition module
throughout the week.
All fifth grade students took Addison Wesley's fourth grade
end of the year test. Students were homogeneously grouped
based on the test results. Students assigned to the author's
class were unable to complete the addition and subtraction
problems successfully.
The majority of students assigned to the author's
mathematics class were functioning on the second grade level of
number operations. Lessons utilized manipulatives to provide a
concrete basis for further concept development.
Actual enrollment for the class varied from the projected
class list. The ratio of special education students and regular
education was not one to three throughout the year. For this
reason positive role models were few.

Results
Students who qualified for resource room help were given
tests in the area of stated need. The following tests were
administered: Key Math; Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test;
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Silveroli Classroom Reading Inventory and Spelling Test; and,
fifth grade c rite rio n-refe re need tests.

Reading
Reading results varied depending upon the data being analyzed.
Students were pre and post tested on the Gates-MacGinitie
Reading Test and Silveroli Classroom Reading Inventory. Results
from the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test included scores in
vocabulary, comprehension and total test. Normative Curve
Equivalents (NCEs) were used as a basis for comparison. NCEs
are equal units of measure and allow for comparisons within the
range of reading abilities. According to MacGinitie and
MacGinitie (1978), a difference of 7 NCEs was considered a
significant change. Scores either indicated a significant gain or
loss.

Few results remained static. In vocabulary, one student

displayed a significant gain, two students had no significant
difference, and five students exhibited a marked decrease in
scores indicating a significant loss.

In comprehension, five

students had significant gain and three students demonstrated
significant loss. The total test results indicated a significant
)
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gain for three students. The remaining students exhibited a
significant loss.
The students completed the Silveroli Classroom Reading
Inventory, an individual diagnostic reading test. Students were
individually tested on oral reading and comprehension. Grade
equivalents were determined for independent, instructional, and
frustration reading levels. Students showed significant
instructional level gain on the Silveroli Classroom Reading Test.
During the 1989-1990 school year, three students exhibited a
one year instructional reading gain, four students demonstrated a
two year instructional reading gain, and one student displayed a
three year instructional reading gain. The scores signified a
marked difference between the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test
and Silveroli Classroom Reading Inventory .
In addition to the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test and Silveroli
Classroom Reading Inventory, students were required to
complete the fifth grade reading criterion-referenced test. The
test was administered in the fall and again in the spring.
Significant improvement was evident. The author orally read the

)
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test questions. If students were read the questions, the author
believed the resulting answers would indicate the level of
achievement of the skill being tested, not contaminated with low
reading levels.
Table 2
Pre-Test Resu Its
5th Grade SLD Students Level of Achievement in Reading Skills
as indicated by Reading Criterion-Referenced Test, Fall 1989
LEGEND: Y

= MASTERY,

P

= PARTIAL MASTERY,

R501 DRAW CONCLUSIONS
R505 BASE WORDS
SUBJECT

N

= NO MASTERY, - = NOT TESTED

R502 PREDICT OUTCOMES
R508 USING AN INDEX

R503 MAIN IDEA
R509 USING A DICTIONARY

R501

R502

R503

R505

R508

R509

4

6

4

6

3
2

6

MASTERY:
NON MASTERY:
PARTIAL
MASTERY:
MASTERY
PERCENT:

3

2

3

0

0

1

0

0

42.8

14.2

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - --- ------ ----------·Post Test Results
5th Grade SLD Students Achievement in Reading Skills
as indicated by Reading Criterion-Referenced Test, Spring, 1990
LEGEND: Y

= MASTERY,

P

= PARTIAL MASTERY,

R501 DRAW CONCLUSIONS
R505 BASE WORDS
SUBJECT

MASTERY:
NON MASTERY:
PARTIAL
MASTERY:
MASTERY
PERCENT:

N

= NO MASTERY, - = NOT TESTED

R502 PREDICT OUTCOMES
R508 USING AN INDEX

R503 MAIN IDEA
R509 USING A DICTIONARY

R501

R502

R503

R505

R508

R509

7

7

6

4
1

7

6

100

85

1

2

100

100

85

57
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The results from the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test, Silveroli
Classroom Reading Inventory, and fifth grade criterionreferenced test give a comprehensive reading analysis of the
resource room students involved in the reading program
indicating an overall growth in skill development and ability.
Spelling
Nine resource students qualified for special education support
in spelling and written expression. Spelling criterion-referenced
tests were given in January and May. Spelling was tested
through: (1) 30-word dictation; (2) 10-word multiple choice
spellings; and, (3) spelling phrases in ten sentences. On the
January criterion-referenced test two students passed the
dictation test, five students passed the multiple choice
spellings, and two students passed the spelling phrases in
sentences with 80 percent accuracy. All others were
unsuccessful. The May criterion-referenced test had lower
results. No student passed the dictation, two students passed
the multiple choice spellings, and two student passed the
spelling phrases in sentences with 80 percent accuracy.
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Table 3
Post Test Results
5th Grade SLD Student Level of Achievement
in Spelling as indicated by
Spelling Criterion-Referenced Test, 1989-1990
LEGEND: Y = MASTERY, N
S509 SPELL DICT WORDS

= NO MASTERY

S510 SPELLING MULT CHOICE

S511 SPELLING PHRASES

January
MASTERY :
NON-MASTERY:
MASTERY
PERCENT:

.Mil.

S509
2
7

S5 10
5
4

S511
2
7

S509
0
9

$510
2
7

S511
2
7

22 .2

55 .5

22 .2

0

22 .2

22 .2

The Silveroli Spelling Test was administered fall and spring .
Students scored successfully on the second grade level on the
fall and spring test. No student successfully completed grade
three spelling list. Words successfully spelled varied by 2-3
words on the third grade list. No significant difference was
found .
Mathematics
Two subjects qualified for special education support in
mathematics. Both subjects showed an overall gain when tested
on the spring Key Math. Gain was achieved in the following
subtests: numeration; fractions; addition; subtraction;
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multiplication; division; mental computation; numerical
reasoning; word problems; missing elements; money;
measurement; and, time. Geometry and symbols remained static
(see Appendix I, Graph 1).
The fifth grade ma the ma tics crite rion-refe re need test
contained seventeen skills: calculate the area of a rectangle;
measure nearer one-eighth inch; identify parts of a polygon;
identify the parts of a circle; measure the angles of a triangle;
read and write five-digit numerals; determine place value of
digits in numbers up to 99,999; add three addends; subtract
whole numbers; write decimals when given written descriptions,
identify place value of digits in decimals; add two or more
decimal numbers; multiply two-digit numbers; divide using a
two-digit divisor; add fractions with like denominators; subtract
fractions with like denominators; and, write an equation from
words. Because students were deficit in basic skills areas
considerable time was devoted to the basic skills. The results of
the criterion- referenced test were indicative of the emphasis
placed on basic skills.
)

Eight of the seventeen skills: reading
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five digit numerals; place value; addition with three addends;
subtraction; and, multiplication, were mastered by both
subjects; although, neither subject was able to successfully
complete all seventeen elements. Division and decimals were
not mastered by either subject.

Table 4
5th Grade SLD Students Level of Achievement in
Mathematicsas indicated by Mathematics
Criterion-Referenced Test,
Spring, 1990
LEGEND: MASTERY, R = PREVIOUS MASTERY, P
M501 AREA
M504 CIRCLE
M507 PLACE VALUE
M510 DECIMALS
M513 MULTIPLICATION
M516 SUB FRAC AND MIXED

SUBJECT

= PARTIAL MASTERY N = NO MASTERY
M503 PARTS OF A POLYGON
M506 5 DIGIT NUMERALS
M509 SUBTRACTION
M512 ADD DECIMALS
M515 ADD FRAC AND MIXED

M502 MEAS NEARER 1/8 INCH
M505 TRIANGLE
M508 ADD 3 ADDENDS
M511 DECIMAL PLACE VALUE
M514 DIVISION
M517 WRITE EQUATION

501 502 503 504 505 506 507 508 509 510 511 512 513 514 515 516 517

*TOTALS*
MASTERY: 1
2
PREVIOUS
MASTERY:
NONMASTERY: 1
PARTIAL
MASTERY:
MASTERY
PERCENT: 50 100

0

2

2

2

2

2

0

0

2

0

2

2
2
0

50 100 100 100 100 100

0

50

0 100

0

50 100

50

CHAPTER 5

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Summary
The author, Pat Kincheloe, had one goal when undertaking this
project. Martin Luther King, Jr. Elementary School had an
integrated classroom model for Chapter I Reading during the
88-89 school year. The goal was to implement an integrated
resource model for identified resource room students with
successful academic results. This was accomplished by
integrating all fifth grade resource room students into a regular
education classroom. Resource teacher support was available
two hours daily.
A review of literature and research was conducted to validate
the integrated classroom model, whole language, cooperative
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learning, and individualized instruction as effective with
identified mildly handicapped students.

Conclusions
Conclusions reached from this project :
1. The ratio of identified handicapped students to
nonhandicapped students was too great.
2. Despite the unequal distribution of students, gains were
made in reading and mathematics .
3. Another method of teaching spelling should be considered
due to the spelling deficit of identified special education
students .
4. A different reading achievement test should be
administered which included SLD students in the norming group .
5. Peer tutoring was effective as. far as it gave students
permission to read literature written at their grade level.
6. Cooperative learning groups and small group instruction
were valid methods of teaching .
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Recommendations
Conclusions drawn from this project have resulted in the
following recommendations. These should include:
1. An integrated classroom model in the teaching of
identified resource room students in the Yakima Schoo I District
when and where feasible .
2. Enrollment of identified special education students not
exceed three students enrolled in the classroom.
3. Cooperative learning strategies be implemented for all
subjects.
4. A whole language learning environment be implemented in
pa rt i c i pat i n g c Iass ro o ms .
5. Cross-age or peer tutoring be expanded to include
mathematics .
6. A social skills training curriculum be developed for use in
participating classrooms .

APPENDIX I
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Pre and Post Tests Results, 5th Grade SLD Students
Level of Achievement in Mathematics as Indicated
by Key Math, Fall 1989 and Spring 1990
Graph 1
KEY MATH
1
4
7
10
13

2
numeration
addition
5
division
8
word problems 11
measurement 14

fractions
subtraction
mental computation
missing elements
time

3 geometry and symbols
6 multiplication
9 numerical reasoning

12 money

KEY MATH - SUBJECT 7

R
A

w
s
C
0
R
E

s

NUMERATION

ADDITION

l::J PRETEST RAW SCORES

DIVISION

WORD PROBLEMS IVONEY

KEY MATH SUBTESTS
IZJ POST TEST RAW SCORES

TIME
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KEY MATH
1
4
7
10
13

numeration
addition
division
word problems
measurement

2
5
8
11
14

fractions
subtraction
mental computation
missing elements
time

3
6
9
12

geometry and symbols
multiplication
numerical reasoning
money

KEY MATH - SUBJECT 8
16.0

R
A

w

s
C

8.0
6.4

0
R

4.8

E

3.2
1 .6
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